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RED’s MEMORIES & MODELLING THE DINOSAUR HE RODE IN ON

Text/Images: Rodney J Williams

PUTTING TOGETHER A PAIR OF PREHISTORIC PROPORTION
by Rodney J. “Red” Williams
This “dino-set” as I call all my Dinosaur models was produced by Tamiya. The experts say that this pre-historic
creature lived during the Cretaceous period on planet Earth in Western North America. I assume that there is more
detailed information within the pages of kit instructions, as I have no idea at present when the Cretaceous period was!
BUILDING THE MODEL
I do not have any “in-progress” building photos to present to you in this story.

( Continued on page 3 )

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ WE’VE BEEN THERE, DONE THAT, HAVE THE SHIRT, and STILL It’s Being Studied… ”
The very nearly here IPMS USA Nationals have again prompted me to find a direct focus editorial muse. One which I
haven’t used or gleefully “stolen like an artist”, so that I may again wrap this still fresh fish up and publish her. Luckily
the decision to troll the IPMS USA forum for a stimulus-response paid off this time, with an issue very close to home !
As part of the Executive Board of IPMS-SEMICON, I had the true fun (for me) of doing the floor layout and planning
for Halls A & B, of the Santa Clara Convention Center site we were to use. Totalling over 50k square feet, roughly ½
of that for “vendor” and same for “contest”. The ancillary but just as necessary “administrative space” for “registration
and security needs” were already planned for in the form of open secured lobby space plus an actual “ticket sale room”
I bring this old horse up to run again, for a timely reason that fits in a sub theme of this issue. Namely, we, among the
veterans of “actual staged Nationals”, have direct experience going further back than 1998 with an issue that is being
actively pursued on the IPMS USA Forums TODAY (07-24-16). Namely DISPLAY TABLE IDEAS/ACTION PLAN.
Not many today and few enough even back in the active issue days of the 1998 NATS event plan, launch and recovery
ever knew that I’d personally made it a project: to have TEN 8 foot by 30 inch tables for DISPLAY ONLY, right smack
in MIDDLE OF THAT 50 K layout ! The direct impetus for that project, as I had to “sell it” to the Convention Chair &
others, was this: Hey, we’re going to “close the room for Judging”. Thusly tell interested “walk in Public at large” plus
the convention attendees, many of whom would only be there for the 3-4 days of the show out here in “expensive Bay
Area of California” , tough luck for some prime time viewing, we closed. There’s very good, vital to convention needs
for having to plan to do that. But having already been to Nationals as a Customer more than once, and heard plenty of
spirited talk (aka angry or bemused bitching…) on this matter, felt here we had a chance to try something without any
real cost to the folks, only to ourselves. My plan, sadly due to things that come to pass with such endeavors, didn’t end
up becoming much of a reality as originally envisioned. Never enough time to “ get the word out, also start balls into
air for material to fill, from other interested parties ”. So for the days of the show, I had to explain why it wasn’t going
to fly with me to “free up or allow vendors, tired customers, etc” to sit or otherwise tie up these ten nearly empty space
tables in middle of the show. Since I had the necessary crew to police this whole thing, with my faint and vain hope to
miraculously fill the space “with requisite variety of model eye candy” before we “drew the curtain”, literally. I had an
AutoCAD layout for the entire show plan. Had spaced the tables to meet Fire Marshal, show traffic needs yet allow the
“dividers” to be drawn out when came time to close the 25k of contest area, so you see what I was aiming for here. If
someone came to look at models not just shop or not at all shop, I was planning to have ten tables of models “display”
at the “back of the vendor room” , to keep them happy and provide data for “future show hosts” on how that went.
Years later, I have gotten three years direct full span of time experience at ScaleModelWorld (Telford show in UK) to
reflect and see “how others do this”, as well times at later USA Nats where others tried their own versions of my plan.
So it amuses me to read the weeks of posting now available online in the IPMS USA Forum on “Nationals Registry”
thread, where discussion of “how when why TO OR NOT TO DO” Display Tables at IPMS USA Nationals run wild.
For those who haven’t gone to read them, I encourage you to do so NOW. As well consider how some of your fellow
IPMS clan don’t get that there’s indeed a “too hard nosed attitude about purpose of Society & Competition” and whole
group that don’t get “why we don’t get above 4000 or so members…” Thank gods, our current President Ron Bell was
someone we know from our time at the helm, who indeed “gets it”, encourages innovation and practices it too. - mickb
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Red’s Speed Modelling The Classic Prehistoric American Armored Ceratopsian In Modern Armor Scale ( from 1 )

The box art shows a mother,(?) with her baby so I check out the baby’s body parts. I notice that there are no external
male items included, so I assume that the baby is a little female. However, I noticed that there were no female recessed
areas on either model. Thanks to Tamiya, do I have a father, son and/or daughter? Or could it be mother with son
and/or a daughter. I choose the latter and I named the mother “Mary” and her new born “Terry.”
All the kit parts were made with vinyl instead of plastic that most kits are made from, and if you have every worked
with vinyl you know that it presents some minor problems with cutting, sanding etc.

The kit also included a turtle and a lizard along with a
pre-cast base.
Additional items include a dead tree and some big rocks.

I dry fit the two animal bodies together. Since they matched up nicely, I just super-glued them together, then cut and
sanded the seams on the spine as well where the legs were attached. I removed the vinyl rocks and the dead tree stump,
then filled the voids with Evergreen card stock that I purchased at D & J Hobbies during the early 1990’s.
Since I live out in the desert, having 6 acres
around our home, I can find lots of realistic
items to add to my dioramas.
I found some rocks, dead wood, sandy soil and
lots of dead desert vegetation so I used them.

The two dinosaurs on the box art were of a green color. For some
reason I painted my models a two-tone scheme using Tamiya’s tan
and medium brown colors.
Should I re-paint them green ?
A few years ago I went down to the Dolores River, which
is about two miles from my home and collected different
colors of sand. So I used it on my base along with above
items.
The kit base was attached to a precut section of ¼” thick
foam board that I buy at the Dollar-Store in Cortez, CO.
The two bases were coated with Elmer’s white glue, and
then I poured on the sand.

After the “sand/glue” mix had dried, I turned the base upside down and off came all the excess sand. I put additional
sand here and there, then attached the river rocks, dried vegetation and a section of a dead tree branch.
I mounted my tree branch to the base with white
glue.
Then sprinkled on some green grass that I bought
at Hobby-Hut model shop. Hobby Hut is located
in Grand Junction, CO, just so you know.
I attached the “ pre-painted ” little lizard to the
dead tree trunk and just used some more white
glue to attach the turtle to the sandy base.

Look close at the mother’s eye and you will see that she has an
elongated eye while the baby’s eye is round.

My “mother-daughter” creation is placed with some
other dinosaurs that I have made in years gone by.

I entered this model into the 2013 IPMS/USA National
Convention, which was held in Loveland, CO.
There it was awarded a “First Place” trophy in its category.
Long ago, Mick Burton nick-named me the “ Trophy
Hunter ” and this award makes number 292 since I joined
SVSM in 1984.
WHAT MORE CAN I SAY!
Enjoy “Mary & Terry”
Rodney J. Williams Copyright: June 30, 2016
( as usual if you have any “pro-con” comments please email me @
foxx700777@gmail.com )

The Silicon

Valley

Scale Modelers
INVITE YOU, FRIENDS & COUNTRYMEN
TO OUR

2017 SV Classic Event

FUNDRAISER AUCTION
CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TO BE HELD ON

MEETING OF THIRD FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 16 2016
AT OUR USUAL MEETING LOCATION
Community Room, Milpitas PD, 1275 N Milpitas, Milpitas CA
Business begins promptly at 8 PM & everything must be concluded by 10 PM
ADD TO THE FUN !
BRING AN UNSTARTED MODEL KIT (or two!)
THAT YOU WOULD BID MADLY FOR TO GET BACK, AS A DONATION
Queries may be directed to our contact – DENS25403@mypacks.net please allow for 2-3 days response time

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 07-24-16
Friday, August 19 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. President’s Club Contest Theme “ It Figures – Eight is Enough ”
Saturday, August 27 2016
IPMS/ Fresno Scale Modelers host the R-9 REGIONAL 2016 , Fresno City College Cafeteria, Fresno CA
Friday, September 16 2016
IPMS/ SV Scale Modelers host their SV Classic FUNDRAISER Auction. Regular meeting place, details coming
Sunday, September 25 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their TriCity Classic # 12 at the Milpitas Community Center, Milpitas CA. Theme is
“Battle of Britain”, for all things British/directly related. 50 categories, 20 Special Awards, see website for details.
Saturday, October 08 2016
IPMS/ Orange County host their ORANGECON 2016 Theme is “ Remembering Pearl Harbor “
Saturday, October 15 2016
IPMS Sonoma County host their show “ Hobby Expo 2016 ”. at old locale ! Lucchessi Center, Petaluma.
Friday, October 21 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers monthly meeting. Club Contest Theme “ Frankenstein’s Model ”
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS/ Antelope Valley Group host Desert Classic #20, AV College, Lancaster, CA SPECIAL AWARD Category
“JURASSIC PLASTIC “ Overall theme is “Vietnam War, 1946-1975”
Friday, November 11 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets monthly meeting.
Saturday, November 12 2016
“ IRON BLOOD ORPHANS “ host 6th annual Gundam Model Competition at the Fullerton Community Center,
Fullerton, CA. See their website www.THOSEGUNDAMGUYS.ORG for additional info and updates
Friday, November 18 2016
IPMS/ SVSM meet. President and Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ The End All and Be All Contest ” See
www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, January 20 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1917 ”
Friday February 17 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Northrop’s Notables ”
See www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, January 19 2018
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1918 ”

Near SILENCE – part 1
Face it we’ve all been there. It’s late, everyone is sleeping and you can’t sleep. So you creep up to your workbench to
do some building on your most current project. Can’t paint because the compressor is too loud and you don’t have
the mad hand painting skills. What to do!?…
If any of you has read the last TAMS newsletter our editor was kind enough to reprint pieces of an old article that I
wrote on upgrading your old single piston compressor with empty propane tanks. The whole purpose of that upgrade
was to help reduce the compressor pulses by building up extra pressure in the line. The main issue with that original
setup is there was absolutely no provision for shutting off the compressor when a certain tank pressure was reached.
While I am slowly returning to the hobby, I like to look and see what’s changed; there has been quite a bit but at the
same time not much. The cost of models – UP (way up depending on the scale/brand), a nice evolution of resin
details, some of this stuff can be a model by itself. I’m also finding that the selection of good solvent paints seems to
be shrinking, and waterbase paints increasing in lieu of solvents based. Blah blah blah! Back on topic.
I do have a compressor but it’s a heavy large 25g 2.5HP noise maker, and I have one of the small utility compressor
also a noise machine. Both reside in the designated mess area aka the garage. Neither of them will work should I like
to do some late night modeling at my workbench and not disturb anyone. So I decided to research the airbrush
compressor options – my old propane tank compressor is long gone and “old tech”, it’s time for something new.
What are the options available? Single stage compressors are still available and they have quieted down considerably
but not great choice for near silent painting in the evening. You could even get one of those 3gal utility compressors
(like the one in the garage) they are very cheap – harbor fright on sale for $60, but again not good as a silent painting
companion. Don’t forget to pick up a supply of ear plugs 

I also found what I will call hybrid compressors – if you will they are exactly like the propane tank compressor I
wrote about many years ago, still not silent. They do have the nice addition of a cutoff switch so the compressor is
not running all the time and you can control the pressure.

This GMC Syclone is rated at 60Db and sells for $269.99 (steel tank) to $289.99 (aluminum tank)

And then there is the uber silent compressor but WOW pricey. So what are the prices?? A normal hobby air
compressor ranges from $65-$200 depending on the specs and brand. The “hybrid” compressors jump up to $200$500+. And the top grade “Silent” compressors start around $600-$2000. I put silent in “” because it’s not truly silent,
however compared to the other options this is perfect for the late night model builder.

Sil-Air 50-15 online lists for $1069.00 + shipping, Super Silent DR-500 varies from $765.99 to $1273.70 online
Where am I going with this? I’ve been going through some rough stuff as of late and during my sleepless nights I’ve
ventured the interwebs and ran across some DIY amazing builds that brings “Silent” compressors within reach of the
late night hobbyist at a very reasonable price; estimated: $100-250 or less. So in the spirits of my old compressor
article follow along as I put together a “silent” air compressor for my workbench.
Next time – Parts, Parts & more Parts, Pricing & Build
-Rich Pedro

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – July’ s editor, Mick Burton

( again this month we have others who haven’t forgotten… )

“ EVER REDUX , or ESSENCE Of REDUCTION, EITHER WAY WE HAVE A LOOK AT NOW and THEN ”
Last month, we began with review ahead of the month of July arrival (most timely as publishing occurred only days
ahead of July 1st ) with look at 30, 20 years and 10 years past of same. Then wandered about as promised with 1995
article that is now being followed up by that same author this issue, TWENTY ONE YEARS LATER. My thanks to
Alumnus Contest Director & Past President, Richard Pedro, for this appreciated piece of modellingnewsletter work.
Much of the second half of JUNE’s WAYBACK was pointed at basically, You Get What You Give, Simple as That.
This month’s second half is going directly there, and with no malice but plenty aforethought. Brought back because
the ones who have gone before many of you reading this, were already painfully aware of how much history repeats
itself, if not learned from . There are those who still don’t want to come to grips with “Club Med vs Club Fed” as I
blatantly simplify the choice between being a “local club member vs IPMS USA member” if a choice must be made.
In a followup answer from a very intelligent, very successful member of both, to an editorial and a challenge to the
“fence sitters and fence splitters” whom then the IPMS USA (“The Fed”) were directly threatening in his view. 20
plus years ago, that was still a touchy subject of going on 20 years, and now still unresolved for good reasons. Oh, I
very well know for most of the modeler population, this is a boring or immaterial issue, “it’s just a hobby, ya know”
Don’t think I don’t know that for a split second. At same time don’t forget, to me, that many more of you get just as
exercised. No, DAMNED WELL MAD AS HELL AT MANY A TIME, over “ your ( football, baseball, basketball )
team or opposing team or personage” doing such and such or getting “done over”. With no less anger responding
when told as I would gleefully, if I didn’t know better, “ Hey, it’s only a sport after all, not like it affects anything in
your real life…” by someone you care about or not . As my point is really, it doesn’t matter. If it involves humans,
competition and congregation, mixed in with judgements expected and encouraged , you’re “ more than a hobby”.
As we celebrate “ This Month of Fireworks ” which happens to also every four years coincide with major “revolt”
that is for the most part peacefully conducted, keep in mind that all happened and happens still at a price a bit more
than consciously kept in mind for many I spend my days around. Everyone still has a right to their opinion and be
as unconcerned or undereducated as to “the facts of why things happen and to whom” without question. Just be a
bit more hesitant to go forth in volatility or violent disagreement at times like these we are in today, because often it
is not so clear as “common knowledge” and “common sense” would dictate, ever so many find out to their peril of
how twisted or even meaningless those two terms really are “in real life” as well as in “ this silly hobby of ours ”.
On that muse,“launch article” will be the JULY 1993 Club Contest. Then we’ll look at Contest and Wars that may be
Enlightening or Frightening or both, that are now (more or less) safely in our past. Still, presage or prescient…
A note again, go to Editor’s Archive Home Page at www.mickbmodeler.com
to find uploaded, referenced items in full you find in this month’s WAYBACK
Machine. Of course, PDF format, from scans of copy mailed to membership,
not digital or typed hardcopy originals. Forgive me now if they’re hard to read.
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NOW review:
years ago for the month of JULY, the “cover article” for
monthly Newsletter . From someone you may recognize the name of nearby.
This was my final effort towards the Club Contest (or as Editor Chris Bucholtz
put it in editorial for issue, “president’s cockamamie Jurassic Park contest”) as
I, then in midst of first time ever as a President, had launched this boat before a
now famous summer blockbuster of that name had come out, As you will soon be
seeing, things turned out better than I had (or Editor, so clearly) anticipated…

As you read below, you’ll likely find that in July 1993, there may be a lot to relate to today in useful terms. Or not, it’s
again all in how you take life and passage of time. I am an amateur historian and philosopher, so find this amusing as
here are “prehistoric footprints” from my first decade at the time with this club. Also my first time achieving President
post, not an easy task and I had to repeat attempts. As it worked out, I was the last SJSM & first SVSM Prez in the end

Well, the 20 page newsletter that Chris spoke of here definitely came to pass over time (ask me how I know) and today
there is plenty of substantive “fact” to back up “boasts” (as some will or have taken statements made here, in past) of
how true then and now they are. More importantly though, the fact that it’s still more the playing than the winning, to
carry the ball down the field from then to now, really really drills home. Take a look now at this snapshot taken from
the upcoming August 1993 OSS, which truly unnerves this Editor even as he is thrilled we have this photo to reprint:

NOW, say hello to the last reminder of “Jurassic Park” then, AND
The LAST EVER “ SJSM ” OSS, July ’93, here’s crop of it on left

On right, The FIRST
“ SVSM ” OSS ever,
with same old writer.
August, 1993
THEN it is BACK TO JULY 1993, INSIDE the August 1993 issue with
this Fabulous One Page Results Review. Take a look 

Years later, providing much happiness still in a recall, this long ago summer Club Contest. Albeit tinged with sadness
how two in the page participating , good dear friends of mine, were taken far too soon in their lives. May you both be a
rockin’ as ever in true modelling heaven, as you did here with us on this gritty plane of existence, Betty & Spad
Betty was an utter delight to meet at this July 1993 event. As her then husband had merely asked me months before “if
my wife, although not a member, could enter her dinosaur models in this contest of yours, Mr President & sponsor?”.
So we all met this force of nature, when her intriguing “real and imagined” Prehistorics made the table and took some
surprises as well as prizes. Betty Cunningham - Ackerman would go on to be the first FEMALE winner of Senior Best
of Show at the first ever SVSM Kickoff Classic, with her incredible Horizon vinyl kit T-Rex “ Dawn ” in 1994. We
caught clue of what truly superior skills she had as an artist as well as modeler, here with her Velociraptor, if you read
the article.
Not so many years later, I would have to deal with learning of the loss of her unique fiery presence. As she was taken
by massive heart attack , only 39 years of age. The photographer of mad skills who shot these pictures, shared my awe
of Betty, a dual alumnus of SJSM/SVSM & Fremont Hornets: Angelo “SPAD” Deogracias, would leave us at age 51.
OKAY, back to a lighter side things Jurassic. Here the minutes recorded by Chris Bucholtz then, August 1993 issue.
Note the uprooting of two even then long term model clubs, see if anything familiar or “repeats itself” strikes you…

“OKAY, NOW ON TO THE NEXT WITH TIES BOTH PAST AND FUTURE”
We will wrap up this particular retrospect with another piece that echoes to events in August, again 23 years apart !!

That’s correct. August 1993, we’re getting quick kudos for Fresno Show where one Rich Pedro of SVSM won BOSS
Things change, things stay the same, it is said. Why, I don’t have a clue, only that it’s a classic turn of phrase, go figure
“It’s only a HOBBY, repeat after me, IT IS ONLY A HOBBY”. If this life were a real one, you’d know. It’d be taxable!
“ Let Us Now Take A Familiar Turn At Retro-Specting, With “Coverage” of Past AUGUST Achievements ”
This, August 1986 is kind of fun as it signaled one of the legendary Club Contests of our group. See headline below.

The 1/144th Tomcats, at the time took back seat to the IPMS
USA Nats. Thank Barry Bauer for this very fun memory here.
Adding a lot to this issue is Editor Alan Wolcott’s quick
review of his visit to the IPMS Sacto hosted 1986 NATS,
notes of Matt Matsushita having a copy of “ Mark One
version of IPMS USA Judging Handbook ” . Which Alan
made a sincere effort to publish in this issue as a digest for
YOU ALL TO HAVE ACCESS TO (what a RADICAL idea!!)
AUGUST 1996 sees this cover article which really deserves
a full reading. Kinda miss having Al Gonzales around now!
There is an excellent rendering within Aug ’96 , namely the
“Memories of Moffett “ series by one “NACA Bob” Miller.
Who, you may recall had story of “ Milpitas bombing ” by
the NACA in previous issue of the OSS. Bob does a great
justice to the history, recreation of a rare Curtiss Helldiver
which was dubbed “ The Bubble Top Beast” (check it out)
But the BEST OF BOB MILLER for August ‘96 is going to
be a reprint in this +20 TAMS WayBack. That so you’re not
going to miss the “Wars of Old” that still are fought today as
if anew, OK . Truly Club Fed vs Club Med material, yes.
I am more than happy to
take on all comers who
are willing to put their
Counter Punch to this or
offer some other shade
of grey here , as always.
Funny thing, Bob and I
have seen many a year
pass, where this sort of
“management” by IPMS
USA seems to go on. It
almost unchallenged, as
are same creatures who
come up with these OH
SO GREAT IDEAS for
YOU THE OFFICERS &
CHAPTER FOLKS TO
PUT INTO PRACTICE,
with clearly no reality
basis ever being applied
Fortunately, then as
now, sheer apathy “of
the many” along with a
fairly constant turnover
for many reasons that
include this manner of
aggravation, keeps much
in form of restraint …

By the way, those “two local hobby shops” that Bob refers to, well now they’re gone as well ( San Antonio, D&J). As
is the IPMS-USA effort to “attract new/or youthful members” by sponsoring “Make ‘n Take” materials for clubs…
AUGUST 2006 with Jared Bishop now at the helm and LOOK MA NO SHEET. Which is why there’s no cover here !
So we’ll just have to go back to JULY 1992, and stick to the “ more things change, more stay the same” explorations.
As we find then Editor Dave Sampson splendidly (and much easier to reproduce the copy of , by the way) reprising the
Christmas 1987 editorial by then Editor Alan Wolcott, which precisely plumbs the pro & con of Chapter Membership

Alan, for those of you who don’t know him or of him, was a superb spirit who
was a very avid collector as well as skilled builder of scale models, when he &
wife Dahlia (also a SJSM member, along with her husband, also NNL Westie)
weren’t busy at “1/1 scale” auto concours events. Definitely missed to this day.
In part for how exquisitely they both could rip you apart verbally if you’re in a
need of having your wrong or harmful opinion shaping brought back to ground.
February 1994 was the month of the very first Kickoff Classic as SVSM , as
mentioned earlier here. Thanks so much to recent return to R-9 community by
Richard Pedro, NOW I FINALLY HAVE SOME NEW (to me) COLOR photos
to share of that T-Rex of Betty Cunningham’s, that won BOSS at that show !

All these years later, it’s simply a delight to be
able to finally have for my own collection and
to share with you , these shots. Taken by Rich
at 1994 Kickoff Classic at the end of that day.
Here is dear dynamic Betty, with her dino pair.
The Velociraptor from the July 1993 club con a
2nd place finisher now. Because those next 3
awards were taken by her big T-Rex, “Dawn”.
Blue 1st place, “Best Prehistoric Entrant” and
“Best Of Show Senior”.
Not bad for “her first ever vinyl model kit”, eh
More surprise to come. After months display
in D&J glass case, I would find out from Betty
when she came by to collect T. Rex, we had all
incorrectly assumed that finish was air brushed.
NO ! Hand painted. Since Betty was allergic
to oils, enamels and paint thinners, all done
with acrylics. Only the primer was done with a
spray can, and still acrylic. On that note, we
shall return to present until next time. – mickb

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2016
SVSM PRESIDENT’s CONTEST August 2016

“

It FIGURES ”

AKA; “ EIGHT IS ENOUGH REDUX “ (return of the Max of 8 Parts Model)

Some days back (okay, try March 2006 ) we tried out this idea where any
models entered had to consist of EIGHT OR FEWER PARTS. That was it .
Figures or ANY OTHER KIND OF MODEL SUBJECT, finished , for the
purpose of entry into this utterly ridiculous gig (that’s why it’s FUN, okay ?)
And that’s just how “It Figures” ( an entendre of multiplicity less than 8 )

DO NOT FRET or FORGET REGION NINE DOES HAVE A SUMMER SHOW

OPENING SEPTEMBER !

AT OTHER END OF SEPTEMBER

THERE’S THINGS TO DO FIRST OFF IN OCTOBER TOO, in REGION EIGHT

And a week later, REGION NINE HAS SCHEDULED by IPMS SONOMA COUNTY

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 2016

Hobby Expo 2016
GO TO www.ipmssonomacounty.org for the latest details and theme, etc

NOVEMBER IS NOT LACKING OR SLACKING EITHER, THANKS TO AVG in REGION EIGHT

In happy coincidence with this month’s AfterMarket WAYBACK themes, here’s the Special Award for AVG # 20

STILL COMING UP
IN AN
AFTER
MARKET
NEAR
YOU !

Another Full Reprint of SVSM Member Article from WAY BACK
Also Part Two of “ NEAR SILENCE ” Air Compressor Project by Rich Pedro
PLUS

RE-MARK YOUR CALENDAR

The NNL West Crew Has A NEW DATE
NOW BOOKING
1-28-2017
for their next Show!
Based again at Santa Clara Convention Center. NNL West 2017 Theme will be “ 777 ,“ Movie/TV Cars ”
While “Movie/TV Cars” is pretty self explanatory, we’ll help you out with “777” breakdown (Not Boeing)
Theme here is for ANY CAR made in a year ending in “7”, so 1907, 1927, 1957, etc are the target vehicles
====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

